The people of Bosnia and Herzegovina are closely related to Bosnian coffee, which has a unique taste, as it is not just a drink but a symbol for them, and it is one of the most important customs that have been passed down to generations. Coffee in Bosnia and Herzegovina is linked to their history, as it reached them through the Ottomans, as it is a national drink even during the period of the civil war in 1992 – 1995 AD, coffee was sold a kilo of it for the amount of gold, due to Bosnia and Herzegovina's love for it, so we offer you, dear tourist, information on how to prepare it. Traditional coffee in Bosnia and Herzegovina is distinguished from modern coffee in that when you eat it you feel the fine particles in your mouth. As for the traditions of preparing it, it starts from the moment you buy it, which is fresh raw coffee beans and then roasted under a specific temperature. As for the grinding process, some resort to an electric grinder and others prefer traditional tools. The customs of Bosnia and Herzegovina is that all families must have hand mills made of copper by craftsmen in Sarajevo and other cities. Then after grinding it comes the cooking step, so a water pot is placed on the fire and a moment before it boils, it is raised and then a little hot water is poured into a cup A copper cup, then put the coffee in the kennel, and then put it on the fire until it boils, where a foam appears on the surface, then the water in the cup is placed on the jowl, then it is left for a period until it is brewed and it is served in a decorated copper cup with the kink next to it on a homemade copper plate in addition to cubes The sugar that is dipped in coffee is one of the most important habits of people to invite some to coffee, which makes it distinctive and folded sessions. Coffee is the most important thing served during family meetings or with friends and from Various hibernation, so we advise you, dear tourist, when you visit Bosnia and Herzegovina, that you do not miss a cup of traditional Bosnian coffee, despite the lack of cafes that can offer a distinctive taste, but in the markets you will find a number of places that offer and so many tourists go to these markets for traditional coffee and also Buying them and buying the tools used in presenting them, such as dishes, copper pots and cups, as they are among the most beautiful souvenirs and gifts that can be obtained from Bosnia and Herzegovina.